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(1) *data familiarization*; (2) *identifying a thematic framework*; (3) *indexing* all study data against the framework; (4) *charting* to summarize the indexed data; and (5) *mapping and interpretation* of patterns found within the charts (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). The hallmarks of framework analysis are found in the last three steps, namely the emphasis on systematic and comprehensive indexing across all the data (in step 3), the intentional organizing of the indexed data into a matrix format (in step 4), and comparative analysis within this matrix format to identify key patterns and abstractions (in step 5).

Framework analysis operates from a pragmatic epistemology and can be applied to a variety of types of data and be employed for a variety of reasons (King & Brooks, 2018; Spencer, Ritchie, Ormston, et al., 2014). Data types used in framework analysis have included in-depth individual interviews, focus groups, observational data, policy documents, online discussion board posts, photographs, and case studies (Johnston et al., 2014; Mason et al., 2018; Ritchie & Spencer, 1994; Roberts, 2000; Robertshaw & Cross, 2019; Struijk & Baskerville, 2014; Tallentire et al., 2015; Tishelman et al., 2016). Approaches to framework analysis in applied research have varied from highly deductive analysis of fairly structured data (Pope et al., 2000) to inductively-oriented theory-building work for knowledge users, such as policy makers and health care providers (e.g., Goldsmith et al., 2017; Swallow et al., 2011).

There is growing interest in and use of framework analysis as a method of analysis, particularly in health research (Dixon-Woods, 2011; King & Brooks, 2018; Parkinson et al., 2016; Pope et al., 2019; Ward et al., 2013). One possible reason for framework analysis’ popularity is its potential for predictability and efficiency. When paired with a targeted research question and similarly targeted data, framework analysis can be accomplished quickly (Pope et al., 2000). The explicit steps already built into framework analysis can provide clear structure for and boundaries on the analysis. Framework analysis’ straightforward and systematic approach can also allow for easy entry for novice researchers and ease of use in multi-disciplinary and mixed-methods research teams (Gale et al., 2013; Parkinson et al., 2016; Ward et al., 2013).

Qualitative researchers use framework analysis for a variety of additional reasons beyond ease of use. Framework analysis can be successfully used for analyzing large, complex qualitative datasets, such as can occur in policy research across multiple jurisdictions or geographies. Framework analysis can be used to methodically describe a population of interest including the notable variation contained within that population. Researchers can also use framework analysis to push beyond a thematic description of a phenomenon to the development of multi-dimensional typologies or theory development. Regardless of the purpose for which framework analysis is employed, systematic movement through the steps of framework analysis naturally provides an explicit audit trail (Parkinson et al., 2016; Smith & Firth, 2011). The methods and results of framework analysis can also be presented in transparent and accessible ways for a variety of audiences, meeting the dependability and credibility needs of applied researchers and applied research funders (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994).

While framework analysis can be simple and straightforward under the right conditions, framework analysis is not inherently simple, quick or undemanding. Researchers undertaking framework analysis, for instance, must be prepared to work both systematically and dynamically (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). As such, it is helpful for novice and early-career researchers to understand the inner workings of framework analysis projects before taking on the leadership of a framework analysis project. This understanding can be accomplished through participating in framework analysis research led by an experienced qualitative researcher (Gale et al., 2013) and through exposure to detailed examples of research using framework analysis. This paper is an example of the latter form of support.

As is the case with other papers in this special issue, I analyzed the “postnatal care referral behavior by Traditional Birth Attendants in Nigeria” dataset (hereafter abbreviated as
“the TBA dataset”; Chukwuma, Chinyere, et al., 2017). The TBA dataset consists of three focus group transcripts documenting the perspectives of traditional birth attendants, hospital-based health care providers, and women who delivered their babies using traditional birth attendants (hereafter referred to as TBAs, formal health care providers, and TBA clients, respectively). These focus groups explored group members’ attitudes around postnatal care and the role of and relationships between TBAs and formal health care providers in prenatal care, delivery, and postnatal care. Below I demonstrate the five steps in framework analysis through working through the data from these three focus groups. This demonstration will include showing how the three groups in the common dataset can be compared and contrasted in framework analysis’ final step.

**Undertaking Framework Analysis**

**Step 1: Data Familiarization**

As the first step in the analysis, data familiarization provides the researcher with an initial, purposeful understanding of the data. Through immersion in the data and making notes about key ideas, the researcher begins to understand major themes in the data. Items that could be major themes include topics or issues that relate to the research question(s) and recur across the data. The data familiarization step continues until the researcher feels they have arrived at a reasonable initial understanding of the data, including the breadth of variation within the data (Spencer, Ritchie, O’Connor, et al., 2014).

If the research dataset is small—such as in this special issue’s shared dataset of three focus groups—it is possible for the data familiarization step to include all study data. It is more often, however, that the dataset volume or study timelines require purposeful sampling from the study dataset for the data familiarization step (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). (“Purposeful sampling” in the data familiarization step is not in reference to the sampling strategy employed in primary data collection but rather refers to choosing from among the already collected data, regardless of the sampling strategy used to collect the initial data.) Had the TBA dataset consisted of multiple focus groups with each stakeholder group, for example, the data familiarization step might be accomplished through immersion with the richest focus group from each stakeholder group.

To conduct the data familiarization step with the TBA dataset, I first reviewed all three focus group transcripts looking for key ideas associated with postnatal care referral behavior by TBAs—the stated focus of the original research (Chukwuma, Chinyere, et al., 2017; Chukwuma, Mbachu, et al., 2017). I did not identify many key themes on this topic for large portions of existing data as much of the focus group discussions in all three stakeholder groups were about other aspects of the birth process (e.g., prenatal care and delivery, use of health centres and hospitals, comparisons between TBAs and formal health care providers). In other words, my first review of the data suggested that the focus groups contained more information than multiple stakeholder perspectives on postnatal care referral behaviors of TBAs. I then reset my expectations for the data and conducted a second data review simply looking for key ideas around the experience of the birth process, the use of various types of providers for the birth process, and how these various types of providers do and do not work together.

Coding can be a part of the data familiarization process, but it is not required. Some researchers like to immediately start working with preliminary codes linked to data at this early stage, even if they are later deleted or heavily reworked. Other researchers prefer to take notes about their thoughts about and understanding of the data without explicitly linking these thoughts to portions of the data. Understanding major themes in the data—the desired outcome of the data familiarization stage—is not dependent on coding at this stage. For the TBA dataset,
I accomplished data familiarization through making some notes by hand in the margins of a printed version of the focus group transcripts and in an overall memo about what I was seeing in the data. Key themes from the data familiarization step are shown in Table 1. This table also include sample associated text by stakeholder group for a few of key themes to help the reader understand the process.

Table 1

Data Familiarization (Step 1) in the TBA Dataset: Key themes and sample associated text for a few key themes by stakeholder group for understanding the work and value of TBAs and formal health care providers in the birth process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Themes</th>
<th>TBAs</th>
<th>Formal health care providers</th>
<th>TBA clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to care during the birth process</td>
<td>“The people that usually go to the TBAs are the indigent people, or the people who have tried the medications from the health facility and they are still not fine, then probably they were asked to try the medication of the TBA.”</td>
<td>“[Women who have given birth] also have the right to go for postnatal care at the TBA homes where they put to bed [i.e., gave birth], because some of them actually go to the TBAs to deliver because they do not have the money, so telling the person to pay transport to go to the health facility, the person may not accept with the excuse of the health facility collecting money from her.”</td>
<td>“Some people live very far from the health facility, and not everybody is mobile. Not having means of mobility can also make the woman not to go for postnatal care coupled with unavailability of money to transport themselves to the place.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of TBA in prenatal care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of TBA during birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of TBA during postnatal care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems with TBA care                                                                “Some of them here [other TBAs] saying that they do refer to the health center do not actually do that. The woman will be dying in pains and they will still insist on trying different concoction on her till the situation is irredeemable before she”</td>
<td>“There was a woman that gave birth at the TBA and she started having issues, but by the time they could bring her here, she has died.”</td>
<td>“A woman might have bleeding after delivery at a TBA’s, and they don’t have injections to give the woman to stop and before they will call the doctor to come and do that, the woman’s problem will intensify. So it is better to deliver in the hospital.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Step 2: Framework Identification

This second step moves the analysis from concrete descriptions of themes in the data to the identification of more abstract concepts, with the objective of providing a framework, or a structure for the analysis and the resulting interpretation. This framework or analytic structure is usually built from a combination of a priori and emergent concepts and themes (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). These themes and concepts are then grouped, ranked, or otherwise ordered in a way that helps the researcher address the focus of the study. Typically, frameworks are composed of major themes and concepts (hereafter called components), which are supported by other themes and concepts elaborating on or sub-dividing the major themes and concepts (hereafter called sub-components). Like many other forms of qualitative analysis, the typical framework structure can be thought of as a tree with many branches.

Also like many other types of qualitative analysis, the identifying the framework step is an iterative process. An initial framework is tested against a manageable portion of the data and refined as necessary to move from simple description to conceptual abstractions (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). Refinements can include renaming components, identifying new components, deleting components, collapsing components, and reordering components. Similar refinements can also occur at the sub-component level.

To identify the framework for the TBA dataset, I first reflected on the second, larger lens I had used in the data familiarization step. I considered what the framework could look like given the data at hand and the themes I had identified from my second data familiarization.
exercise. I decided that I would be able to build a framework which could use all three stakeholder group perspectives to comment on an understanding of the work and value of TBAs and formal health care workers in the birth process such that birth outcomes will be improved. I opted to create the initial framework components using pen and paper as I was already working that way in the previous data familiarization step.

The left column of Table 2 shows the initial framework components, which included a rough ordering from practice inputs (i.e., women’s use of each type of provider) to reflections on actual practice for both types of providers, considered first within a provider type and then in combination in some way between the two provider types. Notice there are no subcomponents to this initial framework as I did not yet have a good enough understanding of the data.

Table 2

Framework Identification (Step 2) in the TBA Dataset: Initial and revised framework for understanding the work and value of TBAs and formal health care providers in the birth process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Framework</th>
<th>Revised Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasons why women use TBAs rather than formal health care providers</td>
<td>Reasons why women use TBAs rather than formal health care providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons why women use formal health care providers rather than TBAs</td>
<td>Reasons why women use TBAs rather than formal health care providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerns about TBA practice</td>
<td>Reasons why women use formal health care providers rather than TBAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerns about formal health care provider practice</td>
<td>Reasons why women use formal health care providers rather than TBAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of positive work relationships between TBAs and formal health care providers</td>
<td>Characteristics of positive work relationships between TBAs and formal health care providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of negative work relationships between TBAs and formal health care providers</td>
<td>Characteristics of negative work relationships between TBAs and formal health care providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions for improving working relationships</td>
<td>Suggestions for improving working relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterization of provider roles</td>
<td>Characterization of provider roles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• TBAs more easily affordable than health center
• TBAs local while health center can be far away
• TBA practice preferred over formal health care providers practice
• Formal health care providers’ treatment has not worked

• Delivery too complex for TBA
• Cooperation between TBAs and formal health care providers
• TBAs supported by formal health care providers

• TBAs and health care providers working against each other
• Women not supporting the two provider groups working together

• Jointly caring for women, with needed care happening at appropriate place and provider
• TBAs are a less skilled and less knowledgeable alternative to formal health care providers
I then worked through the three focus group transcripts, attaching text in the transcripts to the draft framework using a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) program. I created new framework components when I encountered text that did not fit the draft framework yet would be helpful for understanding the two provider types and the birth process. I also created sub-components where I felt it would be helpful to develop a more nuanced understanding of the data for this step. This approach resulted in the addition of sub-components throughout the framework plus two additional framework components (right column of Table 2). I considered whether I should reorder the components from the initial framework but did not see an obvious new order. I also knew that I could revisit the consideration of reordering through the next step.

Coding is a common part of the framework identification stage, although it is possible to arrive at a well-functioning framework without having engaged in explicit coding work. The emphasis at this stage is on completing the framework—the identification of the important themes and concepts and the conceptual relationship they have to each other—rather than an emphasis on how the important themes and concepts play out in the data. For identifying the framework in the TBA dataset, I chose to engage in explicit coding as I wanted a stronger handle on the data and the patterns within. I also chose to initiate this coding with a CAQDAS program rather than via pen and paper as I expected I would want the flexibility to quickly reorder, collapse, and split codes as my understanding of the data deepened. Had I been involved in the study design and data collection phases of the TBA study, I might have started the framework identification step with a strong grasp of the data and opted to complete the entirety of this step using pen and paper and without much explicit coding work.

**Step 3: Indexing**

Once a reasonable framework has been identified, the next step in framework analysis is to systematically apply the framework to all of the study data (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). This process is called indexing as it resembles the process used to create the index of a book (Spencer, Ritchie, O’Connor, et al., 2014). The linking of study data and framework components can be accomplished using any approach with which the researcher is comfortable for coding data (e.g., pen and paper, using the comment function in a word processing program, or a CAQDAS program). Many researchers with access to a CAQDAS program will opt to use it at this stage to facilitate the data manipulation required in framework analysis’ subsequent steps.

Before indexing can begin, the researcher must determine the appropriate way to link framework components with applicable study data. There is no standard linking structure to rely on like the page numbers in a book index. Rather, the study data are linked to framework components via the appropriate units of analysis—namely, the entities or items which are the focus of the study framework. For some frameworks, the data collection sampling units can also be used as the units of analysis. Other frameworks operate at a different altitude with respect to the study topic than was the case during the study’s initial design or data collection phases, necessitating using units of analysis which differ from the data collection sampling units. (See Goldsmith et al., 2017 for an example of framework analysis using units of analysis which differ from the data collection sampling units.)

With respect to the TBA dataset, I indexed the data using two units of analysis: the stakeholder group and the individual providers and clients. The stakeholder group was an obvious unit of analysis as the framework emphasized understanding stakeholder group perspectives. The data collection choice to hold separate focus groups for each stakeholder group also meant for straightforward indexing by stakeholder group. Indexing the data by individual providers and clients was more of an opportunistic choice as individuals were
explicitly identified within each focus group and I could simultaneously index using both units of analysis. If indexing using these two units of analysis could not have happened concurrently, I likely would have only indexed the data by stakeholder group due to the emphasis on stakeholder groups within the data and the framework.

The TBA dataset is an example where the units of analysis were identical to the data collection sampling units as there was a similar focus between data collection and the resulting framework. In contrast, had each focus group’s discussion concentrated on particular birth stories, I might have decided that the birth stories were the appropriate unit of analysis to use for the indexing step.

The indexing step also provides an important opportunity for framework revision as applying the framework to all study data simultaneously necessitates assessing how well the framework works with and for the study data. Framework testing and revision tasks in the indexing step consist of affirming and amending the definitions and boundaries of each framework component and sub-component and adding to framework sub-components to accommodate new variation. The researcher may even encounter data in the indexing step for which the framework does not work, requiring revisiting the overall structure and contents of the framework. Regardless of what revisions are made, framework indexing and revision must continue in an iterative process until all data are indexed on the final framework.

With respect to the TBA dataset, the small volume of data meant that indexing was already accomplished through the previous two steps. By this point in time, I knew that the framework worked for all the data and I made no revisions to the framework. This is an unusual situation and readers should more often expect that indexing will be accomplished as a distinct step after framework identification and the framework is likely to be refined during the indexing step.

Step 4: Charting

The next step in framework analysis is a process of ordering and abstracting the now-indexed study data such that the data can be examined systematically and in totality. This is accomplished through creating one or more charts summarizing the study data. The chart(s) are organized in a matrix form, using ordered rows and columns populated by the units of analysis and the framework components. Although charting is primarily focused on summarizing the study data, charting is also dependent on the work done in the earlier steps of framework analysis. The act of charting is an opportunity to revisit and enhance earlier decisions around the appropriate units of analysis, the order of units of analysis and framework components, the appropriate level of data abstraction, and the adequacy of the framework for the data at hand.

With respect to revisiting and enhancing decisions around the appropriate units of analysis, charting the indexed study data may make it obvious that it is not possible to carry forward one or more of the units of analysis from the indexing step. For example, although I had been able to simultaneously index the TBA dataset by two units of analysis (i.e., by individual stakeholders and by stakeholder group), I moved to a single unit of analysis—the stakeholder group—for the charting step. Retaining the individual as a unit of analysis risked much missing data on framework components, as not every participant answered every question in the focus groups. (Not having every participant answer every question is a standard approach to focus groups and this observation is therefore not a criticism of the original research team’s approach. Rather, this observation illustrates the importance of fit between the data and the analytic method and the reader is reminded that every dataset/analysis pairing has areas of better and worse fit.)
Had the TBA dataset contain more data about the focus of the framework and had there been more than one focus group per stakeholder group, I might have considered continuing using the individual stakeholder as a second unit of analysis. This approach would be more challenging, particularly around designing and reconciling one or more charts using two units of analysis. This challenge might still be worth taking on as I could conduct more complex analyses. With two units of analyses, I could compare and contrast charting patterns within individual stakeholders, across individuals within the same focus group and stakeholder group, and across stakeholder groups.

With respect to revisiting and enhancing the order of units of analysis and framework components, charting demands an explicit order to the layout of rows and columns. The researcher may not have needed to be concerned about imposing order on the units of analysis before now—data may have been indexed in the order that individuals were interviewed, for instance. And while framework components are more likely to already have order suggested by the earlier framework identification and indexing steps, the act of charting can still push the researcher to enhance the order of framework components. Regardless of the state of order of units of analysis and framework components prior to this step, the researcher uses the research questions and the developing analysis to ensure there is explicit and sufficient order to the units of analysis and framework components on the chart(s). Imposing order can be simple, such as grouping units of analysis by key characteristics. If the TBA dataset included multiple focus groups for each stakeholder group, for instance, all focus groups for TBA clients could be grouped together. Alternatively, imposing order can be more complex. For example, the order used in charting can reflect structure and process, such as the order of the TBA dataset’s framework components carried forward from the previous steps. These framework components reflect the work of each type of health care provider in isolation followed by collaboration between TBAs and formal health care providers.

Once the charting structure of the rows and columns is established, the researcher can move onto populating the interior cells of the chart(s). This requires reviewing the data in its indexed form (Spencer, Ritchie, O’Connor, et al., 2014) and determining or revisiting the appropriate level of abstraction for the data. Some frameworks would have already demanded data abstraction in the indexing step that can be appropriately carried forward into the charting step. This can be the case when there are complex or voluminous data about framework components or units of analysis. In contrast, when earlier steps have not already demanded abstraction, the indexed study data are often too unwieldy to be used as-is for populating the interior cells of the chart(s). Such data need to be summarized to ensure the data are more graspable in chart form (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). In the case of transcripts from individual interviews or focus groups, for instance, all textual data associated with the intersection of a row and column are summarized in the relevant cell. Charting not-previously-abstracted study data may also suggest the need for additions to framework components or sub-components, which may further require additional indexing work or the revisiting of earlier parts of the chart(s).

Researchers use a variety of approaches to create the chart or charts for their framework analyses. Some use pen and paper while others create charts using tables in word processing computer programs or spreadsheet computer programs (e.g., Swallow et al., 2003). Others use CAQDAS programs alone or in combination with aforementioned approaches to arrive at a completed chart (see Goldsmith et al., 2017 for an example of the latter). To the best of my knowledge, NVivo (version 9 and above) is the only CAQDAS program which facilitates the entirety of framework analysis, including charting, and allows for retaining live links between the cells in the chart and study data. (For worked examples of NVivo’s Framework Matrix option, see Bonello & Meehan, 2019; Parkinson et al., 2016.)
To create the chart for the TBA dataset, I reviewed the study data by framework component and stakeholder group within the CAQDAS program and then manually entered my summary of the data in the relevant cell on a table I created in a word processing program (Table 3). The framework continued to work well for the TBA data, and no new framework components or sub-components were added to the chart.

**Table 3**

*Charting (Step 4) in the TBA Dataset:* Example of data abstraction for a few key framework components and sub-components by stakeholder group for understanding the work and value of TBAs and formal health care providers in the birth process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons why women use TBAs rather than formal health care providers</th>
<th>TBAs</th>
<th>Formal health care providers</th>
<th>TBA clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBAs more easily affordable than health center</td>
<td>All focus group participants recognize that health centre costs and transportation costs impede women from using health center</td>
<td>Some focus group participants recognize that women cannot always afford to pay health center for services and/or cannot afford transportation costs and therefore use TBAs for delivery</td>
<td>All focus group participants recognize that health center costs and transportation costs impede women from using health center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health center services more expensive than TBA services</td>
<td></td>
<td>Health center services more expensive than TBA services</td>
<td>Health center services more expensive than TBA services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerns about formal health care worker practice

| | [no data] | [no data] | Health center workers do not support women as women would like to be supported (e.g., let them scream in pain without acknowledgement vs. talking them through pain); going to health centre not a guarantee against negative birth outcomes |

The charting step results in one or more charts, with the number of charts dependent on the data and the researcher’s preferences. Where the data are not manageable in a single chart, for example, the researcher may subdivide the data by framework components or by units of
analysis. For the TBA dataset, it was possible to use a single chart as the combination of each framework and charted data could be reasonably assessed as a single whole.

**Step 5: Mapping and Interpretation**

The final step in framework analysis—mapping and interpretation—is where the researcher combines the key learnings from the earlier steps, including hunches about patterns to explore in the data, with comparisons across and within units of analysis and across and within framework components. Comparisons of potential interest at this step include examining variation across the entire dataset, examining variation within subgroups and subthemes, and looking for clusters of data. The charts and other data are reviewed, recombined, collapsed, or condensed as suggested by the study focus, data, and major patterns. The researcher is ultimately trying to tell a compelling story about how the data are structured and patterned.

There is no single form of product from framework analysis. The results of mapping and interpretation can be shown in a variety of ways, including identifying and describing key concepts or the nature and range of particular phenomena; demonstrating associations across units of analysis for key concepts or particular phenomena; explaining attitudes, experiences and behaviors; and creating typologies (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). This list should not be seen as a complete list; the researcher is encouraged to be creative and follow the analysis to where the researcher is led even if the approach is not listed above. (See Ritchie & Spencer, 1994, for multiple varied examples of mapping and interpretation products).

With respect to conducting the mapping and interpretation step with the TBA data, I wanted to summarize the comparisons across the three stakeholder groups while also reflecting the strength of the signals from the data. I already had some thoughts about patterns in the charted data—for example, during the charting step I noticed that the formal health care providers’ discussion about TBA affordability was less nuanced than the discussion in the other two stakeholder groups. I also imagined that one use of this analysis would be to identify areas of silence and differing emphases such that future policy and education could be more targeted and appropriate in design. I took the table from the charting step further by mapping the presence and intensity of data associated with framework components and subcomponents. This was not an attempt to simply reduce the focus group data to quantitative data by only relying on the volume of data associated with each framework component and sub-component. Rather, my measure of data intensity combined data volume with an assessment of the relative presence of the component or sub-component across the focus group transcript (i.e., across various focus group questions) and across focus group participants. Using data presence and intensity for each cell was my attempt to show variation in the value and understanding of the birth process work of the two provider groups from the three stakeholder perspectives.

A selection of this mapping of data intensity is shown in Table 4. There are striking differences in the patterns across columns throughout the chart. TBA clients had a more intense and complex discussion about why women use TBAs in comparison to the other two stakeholder groups. TBA clients were also the only stakeholder group that expressed concerns about the practice of formal health care workers. And while all stakeholder groups expressed concerns about TBA practice, the formal health care workers spent more time discussing concerns about TBA practice and provided more examples of poor care by TBAs than was the case in the other two stakeholder groups. The formal health care workers were also out of step with the other two stakeholder groups with respect to the two types of characterization of provider roles in the data. Formal health care workers did not discuss a joint caring model and were more intensely invested in a hierarchal model where TBAs are seen as less skilled and less knowledgeable alternatives to themselves.
Table 4

*Mapping and Interpretation (Step 5) in the TBA Dataset:* Example of data intensity mapping for a few key framework components and sub-components by stakeholder group for understanding the work and value of TBAs and formal health care providers in the birth process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons why women use TBAs rather than formal health care providers</th>
<th>TBAs more easily affordable than health center</th>
<th>Formal health care workers</th>
<th>TBA clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>●●●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●●●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAs local while health center can be far away</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●●●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA practice preferred over formal health care workers practice</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>● ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal health care workers’ treatment has not worked</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Concerns about TBA practice | ● | ●●● | ● |
| Concerns about formal health care worker practice | Ø | Ø | ●● |

| Characterization of provider roles | Jointly caring for women, with needed care happening at appropriate place and provider | ●●● | Ø | ●●● |
| | TBAs are a less skilled and less knowledgeable alternative to formal health care workers | ● | ●●● | ● |

Legend:
- ●●● indicates high intensity component or sub-component
- ●● indicates medium intensity component or sub-component
- ● indicates low intensity component or sub-component
- Ø indicates no data present for this component or sub-component

These findings illustrated that the work and value of TBAs and formal health care workers was seen quite differently by the three stakeholder groups. Before it is reasonable to expect TBAs to refer to formal health care providers—the policy objective motivating the original data collection (Chukwuma, Mbachu, et al., 2017)—this framework analysis suggests that more attention should be paid to bringing the stakeholder groups’ perspectives into closer alignment. Formal health care providers could be encouraged to recognize the value of the role of TBAs in women’s birthing practices despite existing concerns about the practice of TBAs. Another possible opportunity for changing practice patterns and decreasing concerns over TBA...
practice suggested by this analysis is to approach TBAs as joint partners in care for pregnant and postnatal women, which matches with the way that TBAs in this study predominantly described their role as providers in the birth process.

The Value of Framework Analysis for Applied Research

Framework analysis allowed for ease of comparison across the three stakeholder groups in the TBA dataset, although this comparative analysis was made more challenging by having focus group guides which differed across the three stakeholder groups. Framework analysis’ demand for structure and order pushed the TBA dataset analysis beyond the simple listing of themes, which further benefitted the comparison between stakeholder groups. The charting and mapping demands of framework analysis also meant that each theme was reviewed for each stakeholder group, highlighting variation between stakeholders and helping to surface policy-relevant silences in the data. The results of this framework analysis then helped identify gaps needing bridging before expecting stronger working relationships between TBAs and formal health care workers.

The benefits of framework analysis’ order and structure can extend beyond the study completion. As already mentioned in the introduction, the explicitness of the steps of framework analysis provides an easily understandable audit trail and provides non-research audiences access to the inner workings of the analysis. Such transparency can increase the willingness of policy makers, the public, and other knowledge users to engage with and use the research to understand and solve policy problems. Framework analysis’ transparency can also be harnessed for future qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research. In the case of the TBA data study setting, the results of this framework analysis could be returned to the three stakeholder groups and used as a foundation for further discussion and work towards improving the outcomes of the birth process. For example, all stakeholders could be asked to comment on the silences identified in this framework analysis; future focus group guides could explore whether and how the previously identified silences represented an artifact of data collection, an invitation for new ways of thinking about the work and value of various stakeholders, or an opportunity for additional learning about other stakeholders. Regardless of the veracity of the previously identified silences, additional data would enhance our understanding of the role of TBAs and others in the birth process and enhance opportunities to improve birth outcomes.

Framework Analysis in Primary and Secondary Data Collection

The above analysis of the TBA dataset demonstrates that framework analysis can be accomplished in secondary data. The biggest challenge to this secondary data analysis was identifying a research question which could be supported by this dataset. Had I been working with primary data rather than secondary data, applying the first two steps of framework analysis to the TBA dataset would have likely gone more quickly. Primary data would have had the luxury of stronger alignment between the research question, data collection, and the analytic approach. In turn, constructing the framework could have relied more on the structure already present in the focus group guides (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). I would have still needed to conduct inductive work in building the framework (as is usually the case in building any framework in framework analysis using qualitative data, even frameworks which are already fairly prescribed by the study objectives) but such effort would likely be more in service of deepening and broadening the structure rather than also needing to rely on inductive work to create the initial framework structure.

Working with primary data and knowing that I was planning on doing framework analysis would have also meant that I could have designed a TBA study to more strongly reflect
the ability to and interest in comparing TBA, formal health care provider, and TBA client perspectives on the same issues. The focus group guides, in particular, could have been constructed such that the three stakeholder groups were asked the same battery of questions so comparison between the three roles could have been more straightforward. I might have further decided to conduct more than one focus group for each stakeholder group, which would add to the volume of data, likely provide more variation within each stakeholder group, and allow for more grist for the analytic mill. Each TBA study focus group could have also included the completion of a short survey to ensure each participant provided information about key questions. This approach would allow for at least a partial shift of the unit of analysis to the individual participant within the overall framework analysis. Although detailed explanation is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to point out to readers that properly planned framework analysis using primary data collection can easily accommodate quantitative and qualitative data and can be used to integrate the two data types.

A final way that primary data collection might have changed the use of framework analysis in a TBA study is in the timing of the analysis and the potential for iterative data collection and analysis. With primary data collection, framework analysis can begin once the first piece of data has been collected. Data familiarization and the initial construction of the framework can be shaped by the early data. Thoughts and hunches about framework components and sub-components could then be tested in the field through new purposeful sampling strategies and revisions to data collection tools such as focus group guides. In other words, framework analysis can be accomplished and potentially strengthened through iterative data collection and analysis, a possibility which only exists in primary data collection.

Conclusion

Using framework analysis with the TBA dataset provided systematic comparison amongst the three stakeholder groups and indications of where better communications and understandings had potential to improve TBA involvement in maternity care. The use of this common dataset in this special issue of The Qualitative Report allows for comparing framework analysis with other similar approaches, such as other forms of thematic analysis. This paper’s detailing of framework analysis with the TBA dataset adds to the worked examples already present in the framework analysis literature (e.g., Bonello & Meehan, 2019; Parkinson et al., 2016; Swallow et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2013). This paper’s highlighting the importance of multiple considerations of the units of analysis also adds to the existing framework analysis methodology literature.

I add my voice to others in demonstrating that framework analysis is both a powerful and flexible method for analyzing a variety of types of qualitative data, including secondary data. The examples in this paper and elsewhere show that framework analysis has been effectively used by solo researchers, by teams of qualitative researchers, and by multi-disciplinary and mixed-methods research teams. There are myriad reasons for applied researchers to use framework analysis, including transparency of process and a long and successful track record for better understanding of policy issues and social problems to help policy makers, service deliverers, and other knowledge users with improving program design and decision making. Results from applied research studies using framework analysis have also contributed to better theorizing about phenomena of interest and improvements in the design of future research of any type, whether that future research is qualitative or quantitative, or basic or applied. In sum, framework analysis has value to applied fields and beyond. I hope this paper encourages applied researchers to consider using framework analysis and to employ framework analysis with confidence and rigour.
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